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introduction

• So, I thought I’d start off my talk this 
evening with a little background
information about me

• My name is richard bartle, I’m 
professor of computer game 
design at the university of essex, and I’m design at the university of essex, and I’m 
a god

• That’s literalLy a god, not 
metaphoricalLy a god

• I’ve beEn a god for over 30 years

– Yes, scary, I know...



definition

• A god is someone who can (if they 
wish) change the physics of a reality

• Important: they can’t change the 
physics of their own reality

– Because that would mean that the ability– Because that would mean that the ability

to change their reality’s physics was part

of their reality’s physics

– They would therefore stiLl be operating 
within that reality’s physical laws

• Albeit Laws somewhat difFerent to ours, which 
admit no weird gödel self-modification stuff...



reality

• We exist in a reality we call “reality”

– I’ll Write this Reality on the remaining slides

• We are subject to the physics (“laws 
of nature”) of Reality

• From our definition, People who are• From our definition, People who are

subject to the physics of a reality are not

gods for that reality

• Therefore I am not a god of Reality

– I’m a god of a difFerent reality

– Actually, i’m a god of several of them...



rift

• rift, trion, 2011:



World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:



everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999



dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990



abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987



mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w

• MUD didn’t come from anything

• This is why I get to give this talk and 
you don’t

*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*



A pony

• Here’s a picture of a pony

• (The pony is the                         
one underneath)



Long ago...

• So, 33 years ago i co-wrote the very 
first virtual world

– From which almost aLl modern virtual 
worlds are directly descended

• We decided what physics to implement • We decided what physics to implement 
for that world, and we implemented

it

• This made us gods for that reality

• We based the physics (and culture and 
everything else) of this reality on Reality



reason

• The reason we did this was because we 
wanted people from Reality to visit 
(“play”) our virtual world, mud

• The idea was that People would wiLl

themselves to believe the virtual was themselves to believe the virtual was 
real so that they could fEel they were 
“in” it

– A concept known as imMersion

• To present fewer obstacles, we aimed 
to make the world persuasivE



persuasiveness

• to trick players into thinking that 
something is real when it isn’t, make 
it function like it would if it were real

• players can then trust it and 
concentrate on the actual differencesconcentrate on the actual differences

– Eg. magic, which isn’t a feature of Reality...

• Physics implements causality

– If some action doesn’t default to how Reality
works, players look for a fictional cover

– If there isn’t one, they give up in disgust



supernatural

• It may be that something apPears to 
be beyond a reality but isn’t

– If you don’t have the fulL picture

• Example: our theories rule out faster-
than-light travel in Reality, so if we than-light travel in Reality, so if we 
discovered evidence of it then either:

– The evidence is wrong and it didn’t happen

– Our theories are wrong and it is possible

– We were right, it is impossible in Reality, 
but Reality was changed – “supernatural”



delegation

• Supernatural powers are laws of 
nature that only apply selectively

– gods can grant these powers to others

• supernatural beings, objects, places or 
whatever are not gods themselveswhatever are not gods themselves

– They can’t reprogram reality – only 
gods can do that

• Supernatural beings are stiLl governed 
by the reality’s physics, it’s just that 
some rules do (or don’t) aPply to them



wizzes

• In mud, roy and i Did give some players 
additional administrative super powers

– Wizards/witches – “wizzes”

• However, those powers were still part 

of the physicsof the physics

– Because They were part of the code

– Just they were a part most people didn’t have 
acCeSs to...

• Only roy and i could change the 
physics, so only roy and i were gods



abrogation

• Not all designers want to be gods

• Attempts have been made in the past to 
give control to players (note: not to npcs)

– Most notably in lambdamoo in the mid-90s

– The second life of its day– The second life of its day

• Law and social science scholars have also

suggested that control of a virtual 
world should be vested in its players

– players form a government that orders 
what the designers and developers implement



What’s not to love?

• Unfortunately, Sooner or later, the 
government [warning! Technical term!] will 
ask for a pony
– They ask for something to be implemented that 

the developers point blank won’t implement

– Whenever you promise someone “you can – Whenever you promise someone “you can 
have whatever you want”, eventuaLly
you’ll have to break that promise

• Developers who try to abrogate their 
godlineSs to the player base can’t

– They are gods whether they like it or not



robot

• Here’s a picture of an angel investor



Half-real

• Now you may be wondering how I can justify 
calling a game world a “reality”
– Not entirely a straw man argument

– Social scientists in particular have suggested that 
virtual worlds are adjuncts of Reality, rather 
than realities in their own right

• For a reality to qualify as a reality, someone • For a reality to qualify as a reality, someone 
has to perceive it as a reality

• Players from Reality are capable of doing that

• However, it would be betTer if there were 
people for whom the created reality is 
their reality
– People who know no other reality



npcs

• Roy and I populated mud with non-player
characters I called “mobiles”
– Whence the mmo term “mobs”

• These characters operated entirely within the 
mud world
– they couldn’t tell player characters from npcs

• They could do anything they wanted to do • They could do anything they wanted to do 
within mud’s physics

• Ok, so they weren’t sophisticated enough to do 
much, because artificial intelligence isn’t all 
that powerful now and certainly wasn’t then

• But What about the virtual worlds of the 
future?



ai

• Mud’s denizens couldn’t really “think” as we 
understand the term

• However, maybe 500 years from now we’ll have 
true ai?
– Or 5,000? Or 50,000? We have all of eternity!

– take as long as you want!– take as long as you want!

• Sooner or later we wiLl have a virtual world 
populated by intelligent-as-us beings

• Those beings will regard that virtual world as 
reality, and will have no conception of Reality
– Even though it’s the physics of Reality which is 

sustaining the existence of the reality they perceive



descending

• To an npc with ai in a virtual world, the virtual world 
appears self-contained

• There is no reason to suppose that our world exists

• Of course, we can enter their world using our 
player characters and teLl them about Reality
– Why would they ever believe us, though?

– And why would we ever do that anyway?– And why would we ever do that anyway?
• Or, alternatively, why wouldn’t we do it the whole time?

• They could also loOk at the world around them and 
deduce that it was created by some higher being
– They’d be coRrect too – we are those higher beings

• They could further reason that they themselves were 
modeLled on that higher being

– also correct – for reasons of persuasiveneSs and 
iMmersion



misconceptions

• However, they would be completely wrong as 
to:
– the nature of that higher being

– What the higher being’s world is like

– Why the higher being created their reality

– Pretty much everything else, too

• “you mean, The creator created our world to 
make money in their world?!” 

• The smartest npcs might figure that with no 
evidence to suggest there is a higher being, 
then rationally there probably isn’t one

– Atheist npcs!
• Who are wrong!



excused

• But hey, don’t worRy, atheist npcs!

• Your reality’s god will be really pleased at 
your sophisticated line of reasoning
– Every designer I’ve ever asked about this has said they’d be highly 

impreSsed with any npcs that thought that way, and 
wouldn’t hold it against them at all

• You won’t be going to helL when you die• You won’t be going to helL when you die
– Then again, no-one will be going anywhere – you’re just 

bits in computer memory

• Alternative: some deity of Reality might 
take you to their afterlife instead!
– After all, it’s not your fault you were worshipping a 

designer instead of that designer’s designer

– How could you know how many levels there are above you?



robot

• Here’s a                            
picture                                  
of a                                  
robot

• (The robot is the metal thing)



existence

• Npc atheists do have a point here
– Existence is relative

• I exist in my reality by definition

• Do I exist in any reality I create?
– When I visit that reality, sure, I exist there then

– do I exist in it when I’m not visiting it, though?– do I exist in it when I’m not visiting it, though?

• do I exist when I don’t visit, but make 
changes to the world that its inhabitants can 
detect as being (in their view) supernatural?
– they can deduce I exist in my reality, if not theirs

– they could also build up an hypothetical picture
of me based on my supernatural interventions
• Which I may or may not actually have done



Non-existence

• What if I can change a world’s physics, but 
never do?

• Do I exist in that reality then?

• Well, for all intents and purposes, no: I don’t
exist in that reality

• do you, who have never played mud and • do you, who have never played mud and 
would take time to learn how to alter its 
physics, exist relative to its denizens?
– Well No, you don’t – even though in Reality you 

plainly do exist!

• If a god doesn’t visit a reality and doesn’t change 
it, that god doesn’t exist in that reality



Moral mess

• Sentient npcs raise some interesting moral
problems for the reality hosting theirs

• Example: can you switch it oFf?
– To do so would be to obliterate countless 

miLlions of free-thinking beings!

• Would you be fine causing the painless death of • Would you be fine causing the painless death of 
millions of soulless animals In Reality?
– So you probably wouldn’t switch it off then?

• But You’d have to keEp it running forever!

• Could you maybe just take a snapshot of the 
database and save it somewhere?
– Years later it could in theory be reloaded…



aside

• I may skip these next two slides if I’m low on time…

• Abrahamic religions have a special issue here:
• Is the creation of a virtual world sacred or 

blasphemous?
• God created the world (Reality), and created Adam (ie.

mankind) in his (god’s) own image
– So Adam has frEe wiLl and creativity, just like god– So Adam has frEe wiLl and creativity, just like god

• Adam can’t create his own world, because although he’s 
in the image of god, he isn’t actualLy god
– He has no powers over Reality

• Scoot forward to now, and virtual worlds

• Adam still doesn’t have powers over Reality
• Adam does have powers over new realities of his 

own making



question

• Should adam (well, roy and i) have taken that final 
step and created new realities?

• Some people would say no:
– God created the universe

– If we create virtual worlds, we are “playing god”
– This is a mocking act of arrogance, false pride and hubris

– Blasphemy!

• Some people would say yes:• Some people would say yes:
– God created adam in god’s own image

– Of course adam is eventually going to create worlds!
– It’s the final step of genesis!
– It makes us the true copies of god we were always intended to be
– Sacrament!

• From a religious perspective, it has to be one or the 
other - It can’t be both or neither

• Either virtual worlds mock god’s creation, or they 
fulfil it



ascending

• Earlier, I said that although we can visit the 
virtual worlds we create, npcs in those 
realities can’t visit Reality
– They’re contained in their own reality and can’t 

escape it

• That’s true, but we can give them the means 
to experience our worldto experience our world

• Suppose we created human-looking robots
– Again, take as many years as you want for this…

• Instead of implementing “robot brains”, we 
could pass control to the ai of an npc in a 
virtual world

• That npc could then experience our world 
through the senses of the robot



consequences

• The npc could also interact with our world 
using the physical body we built for them

• We could teach them to program their own
reality from Reality!
– Probably not a good idea in case they crashed it

• They could even suicidally throw the switch• They could even suicidally throw the switch
that turned their world oFf

• People in a reality that’s consequent on a 
higher reality can escape to it if they have 
the co-operation of that reality

• Cool! We can give our favourite npcs a heaven

– Or, if they don’t like it, a heLl



analogies

• It’s very easy to draw analogies between 
Reality’s relationship to virtual worlds and 
some presumed meta-Reality’s relationship to 
Reality

• Some of these are stretching symmetry tOo 
far
– “Prayers are like bug reports!”– “Prayers are like bug reports!”

• However, on the whole the connection is a goOd
one

• This is because at heart the relationship isn’t 
an analogy at aLl

• We really are gods for the virtual worlds we 
create!



lens

• This gives us a lens that is useful for 
both the spiritual and the non-
spiritual alike

• Spiritual:
– If we look at how we treat virtual worlds, 

at the very least this illuminates some of at the very least this illuminates some of 
the decisions that the higher-order being 
who implemented Reality would have had to 
face with regards to us

• Non-spiritual
– How do we want our creations to be, and 

why?



Wrapping up

• This is all great for late night 
first-year student get-to-know-you 
philosophical debate, but so what?

• Basically, all I’ve said is:
– We can create realities

– The people in those realities don’t know about 
Reality except what we choOse to tell them

– We can apply the same realities-within-
realities arguments up and down 

indefinitely



deductions

• Some reality wiLl be at the bottom
– Reality probably was until Roy and I created mud, 

but who knows what people on other planets have 
been doing?

• Some reality wilL be at the top
– As far as atheists are concerned, it’s Reality– As far as atheists are concerned, it’s Reality

– As far as religious people are concerned, it’s 
their deity’s (or deities’) reality

• nothing there favours either theism
or atheism though
– it’s just a tOol to help us think about Reality

• Except…



critique

• The thing is, after 30 years of work not 
only do we know how to program new 
realities, we also know something about how to 
design them

• Speaking as a designer, I have to say that 
Reality sucksReality sucks

• I could design a better world than Reality!

• It would take a while to implement, but the 
design would be a manageable size

– Most of the content would be generated 
proceduralLy, rather than hand-coded



suckiness

• if we actually implemented a simulation 
style virtual world that worked exactly like 
Reality, no way would people play it
– It has permadeath!

– It has no telepathy!

– It has no teleportation!

– What’s the deal with pain?!

– How come only half the population can have 
babies? That’s unfair!

• What designers do is base their world on 
Reality for reasons of immersion, then they 
throw out the sucky bits

• Why has no-one thrown out our sucky bits?



objectively

• Don’t get me wrong, objectively speaking Reality
is superbly engineered
– a smaLl number of types of physical entity with a 

set of finely-balanced relationships between them

• It’s just, it could be so much beTter!

• Some possible explanations:• Some possible explanations:

• Reality is a failed experiment that will 
probably be switched off sometime soon

• Ditto, except Reality is kept running because its 
developers are moral beings and believe that 
switching it off would amount to murder

• (continued…)



(…continued)

• Reality is some kind of “serious games” world 
that earnest beings from meta-Reality
oCcasionaLly visit, but it’s basically 
moribund

• Reality is a work-in-progreSs and the 
bugs will be ironed out in the next patchbugs will be ironed out in the next patch

• Meta-Reality is such a ghastly place that in 
comparison, Reality is a fun improvement

• There is no meta-Reality; Reality is at the 
top of the stack, and the reason its design 
sucks is because no-one designed it



conclusion

• Of these, the last one makes the most sense

• Anyone capable of creating something as well-
engineered as Reality would have to be capable 
of taking a far better shot at the content

• We’ve only spent ~30 years on this to date

– what will we know after 300 years? Or 300,000?– what will we know after 300 years? Or 300,000?

• This is ultimately why I personalLy

don’t buy the idea that there is some deity

out there who implemented Reality

• Some deity that would be if I could do a better 
job of it myself!


